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Lecture 2.Lecture 2.
Introduction to NanotechnologyIntroduction to Nanotechnology
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Standard Decimal PrefixesStandard Decimal Prefixes

zzepto10-21

aatto10-18

ffemto10-15

?ppico10-12

nnano10-9

Eukaryotic cells
Bacteria
CMOS
Nanotubes, proteins
Molecules

μmicro10-6

Frog egg
Paramecium

mmilli10-3

Antccenti10-2

ddeci10-1

Animalskkilo103

EarthMmega106

SunGgiga109

?Ttera1012

Size examples (in meter)AbbreviationMultiplier Prefix
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What does Nano mean?What does Nano mean?

“Nano” – Derived from an ancient Greek 
word ‘Nanos’ meaning DWARF.
“Nano” = One billionth of something (10-9).
“A Nanometer” = One billionth of a meter.
10 hydrogen atoms shoulder to shoulder
There are twenty five million nms in a single 
inch.

From NATIONAL NANOTECHNOLOGY ACT, OCTOVER 2003
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Size mattersSize matters

Sizes of biological systems are at the nanoscale

Atom 0.1 nm
Water 0.2 nm
DNA (width) 2  nm
Protein 5  nm
Cell membrane 5  nm thick
Virus 75 – 100 nm
Materials internalized by cells < 100 nm
Bacteria 1,000 – 10,000 nm
White Blood Cell 10,000 nm
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Definition of NanotechnologyDefinition of Nanotechnology

A definition of what nanotechnology is, is 
not clear.
Scientists and engineers have varied 
opinions what nanotechnology is.
Further, people have been working at the 
nano scale well before the word 
“nanotechnology” became popular.

It depends on whom you ask. Some folks apparently 
reserve the word to mean whatever it is they do as 

opposed to whatever it is anyone else does.
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The First NanotechnologistsThe First Nanotechnologists

Chad Mirkin, Northwestern University, 
in NYTimes article by K. Chang - 2005
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What is nanotechnology?What is nanotechnology?
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What is Nanotechnology?What is Nanotechnology?

It comprises any technological developments on the 
nanometer scale, usually 1 to 100 nm.

One nanometer equals one thousandth of a 
micrometer or one millionth of a millimeter.

It is also referred as nanoscopic technology.

The term "nanotechnology" refers to the conception and 
creation of functional structures, devices, and systems with 

dimensions ranging from 1-100 nanometers (nm).
McGraw-Hill Access Science
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A possible definitionA possible definition

Technology and research development at the 
atomic, molecular or macromolecular levels, in 
the length scale of approximately 1 to 100 
nanometer range, to provide a fundamental 
understanding of phenomena and materials at the 
nanoscale and to create and use structures, 
devices and systems that have novel properties 
and functions because of their small and/or 
intermediate size.

US National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI):
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ContributorsContributors
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ContributorsContributors

K.E. Drexler (1986) “Engines of Creation: 
The Coming Era of Nanotechnology”

D.M. Eigler (1989) Writes IBM’s name with individual xe
non atoms

C. Dekker (1998) Creates transistor from carbon 
nanotube

J.M. Tour and M.A. Reed (1999) Single molecules 
can act as molecular switches
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A pin head is 1/16 inch acrossA pin head is 1/16 inch across

1 inch approx. 2.45cm (this is a rough estimate)

Magnify the pin head 25,000 times

Area of pin head is then equal to the area of all the pages of the 
Encyclopedia Britannica.
All you have to do is reduce the size of the writing by 25,000 
times- that’s all !

Each dot on a page of the Encyclopedia has a diameter 1/120 inch
roughly or 0.204mm. De-magnify 25,000 times gives us a 
diameter 8.2nm or about 30 atoms across in a typical metal 
(which they use for pins).

So there’s plenty of room to write Britannica on a pin head. No 
problem!!
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That is fact!That is fact!
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Why nano differs from bulk?Why nano differs from bulk?

Surface tension
Weight scales as l3 whereas surface tension force as  l1

More difficult to empty liquids from a capillary than to spill coffee from a 
cup
Ex) Water strider

• 10 mg mosquito ~ 1 mm2 foot area, 60 kg man ~ 8000×8000 m2 foot area

Animals in Nature
African elephant of 3.80 m on land vs. a whale of 20 m long in sea
Foxes in cold or warm regions
No warm-blooded animal smaller than a shrew or a hummingbird
A smaller creature finds weight less troublesome
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Next Lecture..Next Lecture..
Then,Then,

How do we WRITE small?How do we WRITE small?
How do we READ small writing?How do we READ small writing?


